
Week 4: Gender activity

Activity objectives: Our text describes how women actually have a shorter time-to-diagnosis for
illnesses than men, because they frequent doctors more often. While the latter part of this is
true—women do seek healthcare more readily than men do—the reality is that women are
diagnosed with most chronic health problems on average four years later than men are
(Westergaard, 2019). The objective of this activity is to explore just how a culture of
invalidation, disbelief, and questioning women’s lived experiences has contributed to increased
morbidity for women.

TED Talk: Comedian John Oliver does a strangely outstanding job discussing how gender bias in
medicine has affected female patients: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TATSAHJKRd8
(watch until 8:09). Enjoy both the data presented and the funny jokes!

Important note: we will also be using the remainder of this video for next week’s activity, in
which we learn how women/gender minorities and racial minorities can seek better, more
equitable medical care at the doctor’s. So please stick around for it!

Individual or group activity: I have two options here. The individual option is for students to
pick a chronic illness or condition to research—e.g. diabetes, autism, HIV/AIDS—and then
answer the following questions:

1. What is your condition?
2. How long does it take for male patients to be diagnosed with this?
3. How long does it take for female patients to be diagnosed with this?
4. What are the possible ramifications of that delayed diagnosis, e.g. is long-term damage a

problem?

The group option is for the class to discuss what the ramifications are of gender bias in medicine.
What consequences could this delayed time-to-diagnosis have on women? In my experience
discussing this subject in undergrad, there was a lot of self-disclosure happening by women
students. A lot of us—including yours truly—had experienced some kind of medical invalidation
resulting in delayed time-to-diagnosis. This is an opportunity for women, trans, and gender
nonconforming students to share how gender bias in medicine has impacted them.

Potential Week 4 extra-credit question or just another in-class activity question: If these
disparities in time-to-diagnosis were shortened, or eliminated entirely, what impact would this
have on the cost of healthcare?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TATSAHJKRd8

